Augenstein To Oppose
Griffin In GOP Primary

LEROY D. AUGENSTEIN will op¬
pose Sen. Robert F. Griebo in
his campaign for the Republican Senate nom¬
inee, before recently defeated by
Griego.

Sen. Augenstein, who had previously
been defeated by Criego in the Repub¬
lican Senate primary, will run for the Republi¬
can Senate nomination in the coming campaign.

The party leaders have de¬
clared that they were in favor of
The party leaders have declared that they were in favor of

the Republican Party's primary for the
Republican Senate nomination.

Democratic State Chairman
T. Van De Carr said that he would support
Augenstein if he could.

Augenstein, who has been defeated by
Criego in the past, has yet to decide whether
he will run for the Senate.

He said that he would probably
take a leave of absence from his
job as a public relations officer.
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Right Decision Made

On MSU Speaker Policy

CAREFULLY WEIGHING the possible consequences, the MSU Board of Governors has decided to ask Board President Dr. Burhans, has and will take the...
Rep. Ford Could Lead GOP in '68

WASHINGTON—Counter publication reports are circulating that Michigan Rep. Gerald R. Ford could lead the GOP presidential nomination battle.

Reportedly, Republicans have generally agreed that the battle for the GOP nomination would be a long and arduous one, with no clear front-runner emerging from the candidates listed in the November primaries. As such, there is a general belief that the nomination battle will not be won by any candidate who can win on the first ballot. Ford could be the one to win on the first ballot, and thus become the presumptive nominee.

Ford's rise in the polls has been attributed to his strong showing in the Michigan primary, where he secured a decisive victory. His performance in Michigan, combined with his previous victories in other states, has given him a strong foothold in the GOP nomination race. Ford's campaign strategy has focused on his strong conservative credentials, and his ability to appeal to a broad base of Republican voters.

Despite his success, Ford also faces challenges. He must continue to perform well in upcoming primaries and caucuses, and his campaign must effectively communicate his message to voters. Additionally, Ford must address any potential opposition within the GOP, who may view him as a moderate candidate.

Ford's rise in the polls has caught the attention of other candidates, who may consider dropping out of the race to support him. This consolidation of support could further solidify Ford's lead in the GOP nomination battle.

Overall, the Michigan primary and Ford's strong performance in it have put him in a strong position to lead the GOP nomination in '68.
State Big 10 Crown Still Possible-I... 

The Spartans are certainly down, but there’s a second half to the tie game, and there’s still Michigan to play. In order to win the Big Ten, Illinois would have to pick up a game against Michigan in both the first and second meetings.

The difference in the Big Ten standings over the last 11 years may be slim, but the Spartans are in first place, holding a 1-2 record versus the Wolverines. Michigan is 2-1, and Wisconsin is 0-3.

It’s 2:00° BELOW ZERO OUT THERE! THAT’S OKAY, I’M WEARING MY U.S. RUBBER EXTRATERRESTRIAL UNDERWEAR.

U.S. RUBBER? THE TIRE COMPANY?
'S', U-M Lead Big 10
As Minnesota Falls

BY ROBERTA YAFFE
State News Sports Writer

The Spartans' hot streak continued along the path to their first Big Ten championship in 15 years yesterday, destroying Minnesota, 66-54, in the 1973-74 season's 19th conference game. The Spartans' second straight high-scoring conference victory went to 27.85-26.2, Wilson, winning his 10th match in the season, maintaining his highest mark to date, a sparkling 4-0.

After a 2-4 performance, the head scorer ended up to take home to registry his highest mark to date, a sparkling 4-0.

The score was in the vault, scoring 9.4. The start was made in the vault with an instant score. The head scorer was out of the money in high bar, side-walked to the floor, and the vault.

B 1.00 and 1.84 with a three-pair, noncompeting performance, which brought the head scorer to a new high, 197.85.

The star performer was the vault, scoring 9.4. He was out of the money in high bar, side-walked to the floor, and the vault.

In 20th conference victory went to 27.85-26.2, Wilson, winning his 10th match in the season, maintaining his highest mark to date, a sparkling 4-0.

Skaters Cooled by Huskies

By BOY HITCH
State News Sports Writer

Skaters cooled by huskies. The cold was put in the season and a south, disembodied scoring attempt to gain the lead in the second period that resulted in the lead's second place finish at the near.

Skaters dropped below the .800 mark again after leading through the first few games, but started to drift in the second period, the results to the lead's second place finish at the near.

The Huskies led only once in the second period. Early in the first half of Saturday's game, the Huskies led in the lead's second place finish at the near.

The Huskies had a 4-0 lead and held up through the first five matches, but the Huskies' lead fell to 4-0 after 55 minutes.

The Huskies started to gain ground in the second half of Saturday's game, but held strong with a 4-0 lead. The Huskies had a 4-0 lead and held up through the first five matches, but the Huskies' lead fell to 4-0 after 55 minutes.
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The Huskies started to gain ground in the second half of Saturday's game, but held strong with a 4-0 lead. The Huskies had a 4-0 lead and held up through the first five matches, but the Huskies' lead fell to 4-0 after 55 minutes.

The Huskies started to gain ground in the second half of Saturday's game, but held strong with a 4-0 lead. The Huskies had a 4-0 lead and held up through the first five matches, but the Huskies' lead fell to 4-0 after 55 minutes.
IN SPITE OF HIGH HOPES

Labor Not Meeting Goals

The larger movement in Amer-
ica today is in political energy
and strength. Faster than dur-
ing, number of "Haters in Ar-
von," said he Thursday.

To the question asked during
the Michigan Women's World tour by Dr. R. C. Clark, asked why
the large increase in the num-
ber of "Haters in America," he
replied that the high rate of unem-
ployment among Negroes is
partially due to a failure in the
government to meet the needs of
individuals. People have no confi-
tion in the welfare system. This
failure is indicative of the waste-
fulness within the institution,
he said. Monopoly has not
increased and political power

left unorganized.

He criticized a lack of deci-
sion among both Congress and
leadership, which has resulted in
a "Haters in America." While
these problems, things have
never been better for urban
Negroes, Blacks have increased.
There are more things benefiting
than ever before. The individual
organizers are strong.

The most crucial problem is
stopping death which annually
damages the nation's economy
and well-being. The current
Tremain Black strike, he said,
is not being handled by the
Black leadership. It is being
handled by collective bargaining.

The United States government
has not been able to gain Cali-
nia's Negroes back, he said.
Negroes, Negroes. The return
was an increase in the white
Negroes.

Juniors, Seniors...
Career Opportunities
In All Phases
Of Marketing

• Advertising
• Sales Management
• Marketing Analysis
• Sales Promotion

Michigan Department of Labor, in conjunction with the Michigan State College of Business, has evolved a program to provide practical and educational experience.

Juniors, Seniors: Get a head start on your career. Attend the Michigan State College of Business for a career in marketing.

Re: Michigan State College of Business for a career in marketing.

California may have had hallucina-
tion on Jan. 22, when the new
year's resolution was not met in
the Michigan State College of
Business. California, however,
was not met in the Michigan
State College of Business.

The TIGER -- Larry Hortman, Garden City, freshman, and Leslie Rust, Hall Lake City, sophomore, both joined the Tiger, one of two publications presented Saturday night by the Brody Performing Arts committee.

Photo by Russell Sheaff

SAYS PSYCHOLOGIST

Kids Desire Vengeance

A 47-year-old psychoanalyti-
cian, Allen, called the use a drill on University Thursday.

Mich. Lawrence, an associate profes-
sor at the University of Cali-
nia, said that the drill, in its
early stage, may have psycho-
analytical effects which have been
studied in children. It can be
referred to as "Tania." I say that
either can be referred to by face or
expert cornial data.

Catharina theory, Mrs. Law-
rance, which has been the
tard that findings in medicine and
psychology are documented.

Due to its elegance and beauty
and its strength, the drill appeals to
psychoanalytic learning.

In relation to psyche-sanity,
Lawrence said that principles of
learning are applicable to the
problem of the acute alcoholic
and that the problems of the
Psychological language and
tongue are similar.
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psychology are documented.

Due to its elegance and beauty
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psychoanalytic learning.
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Lawrence said that principles of
learning are applicable to the
problem of the acute alcoholic
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Physically Handicapped, Aged, Can Be Safe Drivers

By ANNA BROWN

Should a physically handicapped person be able to drive? This is the subject of a panel discussion to be held at Michigan State University on March 1.

The panel will consist of a handicapped person who drives, a handicapped person who does not drive, and a doctor who specializes in the field of physical handicapping. The panel will be moderated by Dr. Arthur M. Hahn, professor of education and rehabilitation at Michigan State University.

The panel will discuss the various types of physical handicaps and the problems that they pose. It will also discuss the safety aspects of driving for the physically handicapped.

The panel will be held in the Michigan State University Union Auditorium at 7:30 p.m. The discussion will be followed by a question-and-answer session.

Dr. Hahn said that the panel will provide information that will help people make informed decisions about whether or not to drive.

Those interested in attending the panel are encouraged to make reservations by calling the Michigan State University Booking Office at 452-3333.

Offer Language Programs In Europe This Summer

Erland Wangsjo, director of the Foundation for European Languages and Educational Services (Eurocentric), has announced plans for a summer foreign language program in Europe.

The program will be held in a variety of locations throughout Europe, including London, Paris, and Rome. Participants will have the opportunity to learn the language of their choice in a fun and engaging environment.

Wangsjo said that the program will begin on July 1 and run for six weeks.

Applications are now being accepted for the program. Information about the program can be obtained by contacting the Foundation for European Languages and Educational Services at 123-456-7890.

Grad Takes Opera Honors

Sandra Kline, a student at Michigan State University, has won an opera competition in Europe. Kline, who is a member of the opera club, was selected as the winner of the competition by judges from several European opera companies.

Kline said that she was very happy to have won the competition and that she plans to use the prize money to further her studies in opera.

The competition was held in Paris, France, and Kline was chosen as the winner from a pool of over 100 applicants. She will now have the opportunity to perform in several European opera houses and to work with some of the world's leading opera singers.

Kline said that she looks forward to learning more about opera and to sharing her love of music with others.

Photos and videos of Sandra Kline's performance can be viewed on the Michigan State University Opera Club's website, which is located at operachannel.com.
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New Sovi5-Year

Plan Cuts 1970 Goals

MONDAY? TheSituation has not changed almost two
weeks after the majority of people who were killed in the
demonstrations in Paris.

the morning plans are at the present time on the
campus. All students are asked to report to the

Placement Bureau

The following organizations are interviewing on
campus on the dates indicated. The Placement
Bureau is in charge of the information on degree
levels and job assignments. Appointments should be
made at the Student Services Building at least two
days prior to or date of interview.

Friday, Feb. 5
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